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Introduction

An Azerbaijan mud volcano is a mud volcano located in the country Azerbaijan. It is known for 
erupting mud instead of lava. They are found in subduction zones. Subduction zones are created when 
tectonic plates collide. Now that we got the intro done, let's move onto facts. 



Fact #1 Mud volcanoes spew out clay. 

Mud volcanoes actually erupt clay and not mud. They can actually be useful. Folks use the cement for 
building projects.  20 out of 50 minerals used for cement can come from mud volcanoes. The 90% 
stones from mud volcanoes are used for stone which is used for houses.  They erupt clay instead of lava 
is because of carbohydrogen in them. That is the first fact of Azerbaijan mud volcanoes. 



Fact #2 There was a mud volcano that erupted. 

Mud volcanoes had a history of eruptions. They were harmless and since they were located at a place 
where people don’t live there, no one dies. In 2001, A mud volcano released a huge explosion that was 
seen in cameras. The mud volcano location was in Lokbatan which means “place where the camel got 
stuck”. It first erupted in 1977 and then again in 2001. People had witnessed it.  The flames were sent 
to 50 feet in the air. And that is fact #2.



Fact #3 Mud volcanoes have radioactivity in them.

Mud volcanoes aren’t always safe. A team of scientists explored a mud volcano. They found radioactive 
material in them. Apparently, Azerbaijan is known as the Land of Fire. The region Azerbaijan has it 
centered around oil-rich substances. The gas can also come in the oil-rich environment and can cause 
fires. Many civilians believe that Azerbaijan has a fire religion. The fire religion could also be 
connected to this fiery substances in Azerbaijan. Therefore that explains the fiery material found in mud 
volcanoes. And that concludes fact #3. 



Fact # 4 Other places have mud volcanoes too.

While there are mud volcanoes in Azerbaijan, there are a lot more mud volcanoes in the world. It has so 
many mud volcanoes which is great for people who like hot baths. China has most mud volcanoes in 
the Xinjiang province. In Taiwan, there are 2 mud volcanoes. The Indian ocean also has some mud 
volcanoes. The black sea and the Caspian sea also have mud volcanoes there too. There are more mud 
volcanoes but I don’t have time to tell where they are. And that concludes where other mud volcanoes 
are. 



Fact #5 Mud volcanoes have other forms.

One form of a mud volcano is a gryphon. A gryphon is a short, very steep, cone that releases mud. 
There is also a mud cone. A mud cone is a tall cone made of rock and mud that also erupts mud. A 
scoria cone is a type of cone which happens when mud heats up the salse which are water pools that 
have gas in them. There are others but these are the ones I could find. And that concludes forms of mud 
volcanoes.



Other 5 facts about mud volcanoes.

Fact #6 There are 300 mud volcanoes in Azerbaijan. Fact # 7 Mud volcanoes and lava volcanoes are 
related. Fact # 8 Mud volcanoes are viewed to be recently born. Fact # 9 Mud volcanoes are composed 
of ash, water, oil, and sand. Fact # 10 Mud volcanoes become active when an earthquake occurs. And 
these are my final five facts about Azerbaijan mud volcanoes. Which also concludes my presentation on 
mud volcanoes. 



Websites

Azeri mud volcanoes - facts & 
information / VolcanoDiscovery
www.volcanodiscovery.com › azerbaijan › 
mud-volcan...
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Mud volcano Facts for Kids | KidzSearch.com
wiki.kidzsearch.com › wiki › Mud_volcano
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Azerbaijan, mud volcano capital of 
the world, invites you to a ...
www.cnn.com › travel › article › 
azerbaijan-mud-volcanoes
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Conclusion 

These are the 10 facts about mud volcanoes in Azerbaijan. They are hot but also safe. They can be used 
as a spa for tourists. They are very interesting to the world. I hope you enjoyed this presentation. Now 
what is your landmark about?





If you want to see what a mud volcano is like, 
then watch the video

Azerbaijan Gobustan Mud Vulcano 
Part 14 - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com › watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4UuBkvBpqBc
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